New drugs and combinations for the treatment of soft-tissue sarcoma: a review
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Abstract: Sarcomas are a heterogeneous group of solid tumors arising from either soft tissues or bone, accounting for approximately 1% of all cancers in adults. Management of these diseases has changed little over the past 10 years, with the exception of treatment of gastrointestinal stromal tumors. Reasons for this stagnation include multiple histologies commonly grouped together in clinical trials limiting the understanding of benefit of treatment and limited investigation of molecular targeted therapies. More recently, advances in molecular pathogenesis, the advent of novel and targeted therapeutics, and increasing collaborations between sarcoma investigators have helped move the field forward in the right direction. Here, we review the recent data on novel agents tested for the management of adult soft-tissue sarcomas, excluding gastrointestinal stromal tumors.
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Introduction

Sarcomas are a histologically and genetically heterogeneous group of solid tumors arising from either soft tissues or bone and are grouped together for their presumed common mesenchymal origin. Soft-tissue sarcomas (STS) constitute a little less than 1% of all cancers in adults, with around 11,000 new cases per year in the US.¹ Apart from the groundbreaking discovery of KIT expression and activating mutations in gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GISTs) that transformed this chemo-insensitive, routinely fatal disease to one of the most treatable sarcomas, there has been little progress in sarcoma therapy in the past 10 years. One of the major reasons for this stagnation was because all high-grade STS were being treated similarly on clinical trials. Now, due to a greater understanding of the diversity in molecular pathogenesis and the advent of novel and targeted therapeutics, the field of sarcoma has seen some exciting recent advances. Also, increasing collaboration among sarcoma oncologists nationally and internationally has made large randomized clinical trials in subtype-specific sarcomas feasible. This review focuses on promising new drugs and combination therapies that are changing the therapeutic and investigational landscape of STS, excluding GISTs.

Localized STS

Surgical resection with or without radiation therapy remains the mainstay of therapy for localized STS.²³ The role of adjuvant therapy remains controversial, fraught with the challenges of performing an adequately powered randomized controlled study in a rare tumor that has tremendous heterogeneity in chemoresponsiveness of the various...
sarcoma subtypes. The majority of the data are with doxorubicin-containing regimens, some of which utilize doxorubicin as a single agent. To address the problem of inadequately powered adjuvant sarcoma studies showing nonsignificant benefit in survival outcomes, the Sarcoma Meta-analysis Collaboration (SMAC) performed a meta-analysis of 14 studies comprising 1568 patients, initially published in 1997. Six of these studies evaluated doxorubicin as a single agent, and the other eight used varying combinations of doxorubicin. The 10-year disease-free survival was improved (45%–55%, \( P = 0.0001 \)), but 10-year overall survival did not reach significance (50%–54%, \( P = 0.12 \)).

An update of the SMAC analysis was published in 2008 and included patients from the 1997 meta-analysis and four additional randomized trials. The pooled data from a total of 1953 patients demonstrated a statistically significant odds ratio (OR) in favor of adjuvant chemotherapy for local recurrence (OR 0.73, \( P = 0.02 \)), distant recurrence (OR 0.67, \( P = 0.001 \)), and overall recurrence (OR 0.67, \( P = 0.0001 \)). Survival analysis showed a statistically significant benefit for doxorubicin combined with ifosfamide (OR 0.56, 95% confidence interval [CI] 0.36–0.85; \( P = 0.01 \)), but not for doxorubicin alone (OR 0.84, 95% CI 0.68–1.03; \( P = 0.09 \)). This study did not include the recent European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer Soft Tissue and Bone Sarcoma Group (EORTC) study evaluating adjuvant doxorubicin and ifosfamide versus observation in resected grade 2 and 3 extremity tumors. A separate update of the SMAC meta-analysis including this EORTC study with a total of 2170 patients, presented by O’Connor et al, showed a benefit of adjuvant chemotherapy for disease-free and overall survival after 5 years, but only a nonsignificant trend toward improved survival after 10 years (OR 0.87, \( P = 0.12 \)). A pooled analysis of individual patient data from the two largest adjuvant trials conducted by EORTC using doxorubicin- and ifosfamide-based chemotherapy was also presented the same year and did not show a survival advantage for postoperative chemotherapy.

Based on some retrospective analyses, it has been proposed that the benefit of adjuvant chemotherapy is likely limited to patients with higher-grade and larger tumors with certain chemosensitive histologies (ie, myxoid/round-cell liposarcomas and synovial sarcomas); however, this lacks validation by a prospective clinical trial.

**Metastatic STS**

Chemotherapy is widely used in the treatment of nonresectable advanced disease, primarily with palliative intent. At present, initial standard chemotherapy for advanced or metastatic STS consists of single-agent anthracycline (mainly doxorubicin) or an anthracycline-based combination. Other agents with single-agent activity that are frequently combined with doxorubicin are ifosfamide and dacarbazine. The objective response rate in treatment-naive patients is somewhere between 18% and 35%. The use of doxorubicin is limited, due to its risk of cumulative cardiac toxicity.

Gemcitabine and docetaxel is another frequently used combination as a second-line regimen in STS and occasionally used front-line for uterine leiomyosarcomas, the histology with the highest reported response rates to this combination. A randomized phase II study conducted by Maki et al in metastatic STS suggested a survival benefit for fixed dose-rate gemcitabine with docetaxel over fixed dose-rate gemcitabine alone. The median progression-free survival (PFS) of gemcitabine therapy alone was 3 months compared to 6 months with the combination, and the objective response rate was 8% versus 16%, favoring the combination arm. The median overall survival (OS) was 18 months versus 12 months favoring the gemcitabine and docetaxel combination. Retrospective data from the French Sarcoma Group has demonstrated an overall objective response rate of 18.4%; when stratified by histology, leiomyosarcomas had the best objective response rate at 24.2%, compared with other sarcomas with a response rate of only 10.4%.

It is now well known that various histologic subtypes respond differently to cytotoxic therapy. As described above, leiomyosarcomas seem to have higher response with gemcitabine and docetaxel. Myxoid liposarcomas and synovial sarcomas have shown significant sensitivity to ifosfamide. Paclitaxel appears to work well in angiosarcomas. Some subtypes like GISTs, alveolar soft-part sarcoma (ASPS), clear-cell sarcomas, and well-differentiated liposarcomas are intrinsically resistant to chemotherapy.

As with most tumors, many chemotherapy-sensitive patients will ultimately relapse, and the prognosis for patients with metastatic sarcoma remains poor. The estimated median survival is 8–13 months from the start of first-line anthracycline-based chemotherapy, as shown in randomized studies performed over the last two decades. In addition, these patients are often debilitated by their sarcoma, as bulky disease can result in complications such as pain, intestinal obstruction, and other symptoms, leading to end-organ failure and death. The median survival for patients for whom conventional chemotherapy with anthracycline and ifosfamide has failed is in the range of 6 months.
Of note, the current chemotherapy combinations in sarcoma have significant cumulative and late toxicities. The majority of patients require some form of dose adjustment due to toxicity. Newer-generation drugs with a favorable efficacy and toxicity profile are eagerly awaited and will be crucial in improving outcomes for sarcoma patients. It is also essential that we acknowledge the differences between various subtypes in designing sarcoma clinical trials. Patient numbers are the obvious challenge in a rare cancer, but collaborations across institutes and countries are making it feasible to execute such trials and focus on pathogenesis-driven therapies in some rare subtypes.

One of the frequently referenced articles in sarcoma, by Van Glabbeke et al, estimated the progression-free rate (PFR) for active and inactive agents for STS in the first- and second-line setting based on the EORTC clinical trials database.38 For first-line therapy, a 6-month PFR of 30% or higher suggested drug activity, and for second-line therapy, a 3-month PFR of 40% or higher was associated with an active drug and 20% or lower meant inactivity. With more common sarcoma types, histology-specific benchmarks are also available. These provide a reference value for performing phase II studies in sarcoma with PFR as the primary end point.

**Novel chemotherapeutics**

**Trabectedin**

Trabectedin (Yondelis [ecteinascidin 743 or ET-743]; Janssen) is a tris(tetrahydroisoquinoline) alkaloid that was initially isolated from the sea squirt *Ecteinascidia turbinata*. Potent antitumor activity was noted in preclinical studies in vitro and in vivo, in many solid tumors, and was confirmed in several phase II trials in ovarian and breast cancer and STS. The mechanism of action of trabectedin’s cytotoxicity is not yet precisely known. It binds to the minor groove on the DNA in a sequence-specific manner and alkylates guanine at the N7 position, inducing DNA bending towards the major groove and a widening of the DNA minor groove.31,32 This leads to inhibition of activated transcription, and trabectedin interacts with the transcription-coupled nucleotide-excision repair, leading to irreversible breaks in DNA strands, cell-cycle arrest, and apoptosis.31–35

Four phase I trials testing different doses and schedules of trabectedin established 1.5 mg/m² given as a continuous infusion over 24 hours as the recommended phase II dose. Responses were seen mainly in STS patients, and this prompted multiple sarcoma-specific trials; some of the published results are tabulated below (Table 1).

Delaloge et al published the clinical activity of trabectedin in sarcoma patients pretreated with doxorubicin and an alkylating agent in 2001, including twelve patients treated on a phase I clinical trial and 17 patients entered on a compassionate-use program.36 There were four partial responses (PRs) (14%), ten disease stabilizations (34%) lasting more than 2 months, and eight patients (28%) were progression-free at 6 months. A phase II study in France enrolled 54 patients in two groups: 26 with one or two prior therapies and 28 with three or more prior therapies.37 Two patients (3.7%) had a PR, and nine patients (17%) had stable disease (SD) for more than 6 months, with 39% and 24% patients progression-free at 3 and 6 months, respectively. The median PFS was 1.9 months, similar in both groups, and median OS was 12.8 months (14 months in the first group versus 8 months in the second group). A similar phase II study in the US by Garcia-Carbonero et al reported results in 36 previously treated patients with progressing STS, the majority with either leiomyosarcoma or liposarcoma, using trabectedin 1.5 mg/m² administered as a 24-hour continuous infusion.38 One complete response (CR) and two PRs (objective response rate [ORR], CR + PR = 8%) were observed, with a median PFS of 1.7 months and median OS of 12.1 months. Another trial of trabectedin 1.5 mg/m² as a 24-hour continuous infusion was conducted by the EORTC with non-GIST STS failing prior chemotherapy.39 The most common histological subtypes were leiomyosarcoma (41%), synovial sarcoma (17%), and liposarcoma (10%). There were eight (7.7%) PRs and 45 (43.3%) with SD observed. After a median follow-up of 34 months, the median PFS was 3.4 months (105 days), and the median OS was 9.2 months. Fifty-two percent, 29%, and 17% of patients were progression-free at 3, 6, and 12 months, respectively. Huygh et al reported their experience with 89 patients who received trabectedin at the Leuven Cancer Institute in Leuven, Belgium: 75 were treated on a phase I clinical trial and 17 patients entered a 3-month PFS of 2.0 and 8.2 months, respectively. A phase II trial looking at the efficacy of trabectedin in chemotherapy-naive patients accrued 36 patients with either leiomyosarcoma (42%) or liposarcoma (25%).41 The median PFS was 1.6 months, and the median OS was 15.8 months. Six patients had PR (17%) and the PFRs were 24.4% and 21% at 6 and 12 months, respectively, indicating prolonged disease control in some patients. A multicenter phase II trial in patients with locally advanced or locally recurrent
Table 1 List of published sarcoma clinical trials on ET-743

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Regimen</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>RR (RECIST)</th>
<th>PFS (months)</th>
<th>OS (months)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pretreated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delage et al26 (phase I + compassionate use)</td>
<td>ET-743 24 hr CIv</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>PR 14%</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2 mg/m² (n = 6)</td>
<td></td>
<td>MR 7%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.5 mg/m² (n = 22)</td>
<td></td>
<td>SD 34%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.8 mg/m² (n = 1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yovine et al27 (phase II)</td>
<td>ET-743 24 hr CIv</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>PR 4%</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.5 mg/m²</td>
<td></td>
<td>MR 7%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garcia-Carbonero et al28 (phase II)</td>
<td>ET-743 24 hr CIv</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>CR 3%</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.5 mg/m²</td>
<td></td>
<td>MR 5%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Cesne et al29 (phase II)</td>
<td>ET-743 24 hr CIv</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>PR 8%</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.5 mg/m²</td>
<td></td>
<td>SD 43%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huygh et al30 (phase II + compassionate use)</td>
<td>ET-743 24 hr CIv</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>CR 1%</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>8.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.9–1.5 mg/m²</td>
<td></td>
<td>PR 6%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(LMS 33%, liposarcoma 18%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>MR 1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SD 18%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demetri et al31 (randomized phase II in L-type sarcomas)</td>
<td>A: 0.58 mg/m² IV over 3 hrs weekly</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>A: 1.6% PR</td>
<td>A: 2.3</td>
<td>A: 11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B: 1.5 mg/m² CIv over 24 hrs every 3 weeks</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>B: 5.6% PR</td>
<td>B: 3.3</td>
<td>B: 13.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(65.6% LMS and 34.4% liposarcomas)</td>
<td></td>
<td>P = 0.0418</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front line</td>
<td>Garcia-Carbonero et al41 (phase II)</td>
<td>ET-743 24 hr CIv</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>CR 3%</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.5 mg/m²</td>
<td></td>
<td>PR 14%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(LMS 42%, liposarcoma 25%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>MR 3%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: LMS, leiomyosarcoma; RECiST, Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors; RR, response rate; PFS, progression-free survival; OS, overall survival; CIv, continuous infusion; PR, partial response; MR, minor response; SD, stable disease; CR, complete response; IV, intravenous.

Myxoid/round-cell liposarcoma, with three to six cycles of trabectedin in the neoadjuvant setting resulted in encouraging pathologic CR rates of 13% (95% CI, 3%–34%).

Results of a randomized phase II trial comparing trabectedin given at 580 μg/m² over 3 hours on a weekly schedule to a schedule of 1.5 mg/m² 24-hour continuous infusion every 3 weeks in patients with leiomyosarcoma or liposarcoma failing prior therapy with doxorubicin and ifosfamide favored the 24-hour infusion every 3 weeks. Two hundred and seventy patients were randomly assigned, and the primary end point of time to progression was 3.7 months versus 2.3 months (hazard ratio [HR] 0.734; 95% CI 0.554–0.974; P = 0.0302), and the median OS was 13.9 months versus 11.8 months (HR 0.843, 95% CI 0.653–1.090; P = 0.1920) in the 3-hour weekly versus 24-hour every 3-week schedule, respectively.

Trabectedin is generally well tolerated, and some responding myxoid liposarcoma patients stay on therapy for more than 12 months. The most common grade 3 or 4 toxicities seen in the phase II trials are neutropenia, thrombocytopenia, and biochemical hepatotoxicity. Nausea, vomiting, and fatigue are also frequently noted. Rare cases of fulminant hepatic failure and rhabdomyolysis have also been reported. An abnormal baseline alkaline phosphatase and a bilirubin > 0.6 × upper limit of normal is predictive of severe hematologic and hepatic toxicity in patients receiving trabectedin. Steroid premedication has been reported to reduce biochemical and hematologic toxicity, and this in addition to more stringent hepatic function parameters and dose-reduction guidelines has decreased the incidence of severe toxicities in recent trials.

Trabectedin was approved by the European Union in 2007 for the treatment of patients with STS who progress on or are not candidates for anthracycline- or ifosfamide-based therapy. In the US, a randomized phase III registration trial of trabectedin versus dacarbazine for previously treated patients with leiomyosarcoma and liposarcoma (L-type sarcomas) is currently accruing patients. The expanded access program for non-L-type sarcomas is also open in the US to facilitate access to trabectedin in patients unlikely to benefit from other standard-of-care treatments. Some of the other ongoing trials include a phase IIIB/III study comparing the efficacy of trabectedin administered as a 3-hour or 24-hour infusion to doxorubicin in patients with advanced untreated STS and a similar phase III trial specific to patients with translocation-related sarcomas.
looking at trabectedin over 24 hours versus doxorubicin-based chemotherapy as front-line therapy.

**Palifosfamide**

Palifosfamide (Zymafos [isophosphoramide mustard, ZIO 201]; Ziopharm) is a novel DNA alkylator and the active metabolite of ifosfamide, thus lacking the hemorrhagic cystitis and central nervous system toxicity associated with the nonactive ifosfamide metabolites. Isophosphoramide mustard has demonstrated broad activity against human sarcoma cell lines in vitro and in vivo, including in cyclophosphamide-resistant osteosarcoma xenograft models.\(^47\) Enhanced anti-tumor activity was seen with the addition of doxorubicin to palifosfamide in tumor xenografts.\(^48\)

The initial phase I study in solid tumors and a phase I/II study in previously treated sarcoma patients used the lysine salt formulation of palifosfamide as a single agent, with the tris formulation (ZIO-201-T) introduced in the second study after an amendment.\(^49\) The phase II portion of the study reported a PR in a liposarcoma patient and PFS at 3 and 6 months as 45% and 23%, respectively.\(^50\) The combination of doxorubicin with palifosfamide-tris was evaluated in a phase I study, and the maximum tolerated dose (MTD) was determined to be 150 mg/m\(^2\) IV (intravenously) daily × 3 days for palifosfamide-tris and 75 mg/m\(^2\) IV on day 1 for doxorubicin repeated every 3 weeks. This led to a phase II randomized trial of palifosfamide-tris plus doxorubicin versus doxorubicin alone in first- and second-line STS (PICASSO). Patients were stratified according to age (\(\geq 65\) or <65) and histologic subtype (leiomyosarcoma, synovial sarcoma, or other) and received a total of six cycles at the phase I MTD dose. Nonprogressing patients after six cycles on the combination arm were eligible to continue single-agent palifosfamide, and patients progressing on single-agent doxorubicin were allowed to receive single-agent palifosfamide. A total of 62 patients were evaluable and the median PFS, which was the primary end point, was 7.8 months for the combination versus 4.4 months for doxorubicin (HR 0.427 [95% CI 0.19–0.95]; \(P = 0.019\)).\(^51\) The response rate was 23% for the combination arm and 9% for doxorubicin alone. A recent press release from Ziopharm reported a positive trend in OS favoring the palifosfamide arm, with an HR of 0.79 in the intention-to-treat population. Common adverse events related to palifosfamide-tris in combination with doxorubicin include nausea, vomiting, fatigue, anemia, neutropenia, leucopenia, constipation, electrolyte abnormalities, and mucosal inflammation. No significant differences in toxicities between the two arms have been reported.

The phase III randomized, double-blind study of doxorubicin plus palifosfamide versus doxorubicin plus placebo has just completed enrollment of the target 424 patients. The study is powered for PFS as the primary end point for accelerated approval and OS for full approval. If positive, this combination is likely going to change the treatment paradigm for sarcomas, given its advantages over the combination of doxorubicin and ifosfamide: safer for outpatient administration and an improved safety profile.

**TH-302**

TH-302 (Threshold Pharmaceuticals) is a nitroimidazole prodrug of the cytotoxin bromo-isophosphoramide mustard (Br-IPM). When exposed to hypoxic conditions, TH-302 is reduced at the nitroimidazole site by intracellular reductases, leading to the release of the alkylating agent Br-IPM.\(^52\) Br-IPM is similar in action to the active metabolite of ifosfamide, IPM, but because of the preferential activation in hypoxic tissues and the absence of acrolein as a by-product, TH-302 is anticipated to have less renal, central nervous system, and bladder toxicity than ifosfamide. In vitro cytotoxicity and clonogenic assays indicate that TH-302 has little activity under normoxic conditions, but is highly cytotoxic under hypoxic conditions. In addition, studies in xenograft models of sarcoma and non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) show that TH-302 adds to the activity of maximally tolerated doses of doxorubicin, leading to tumor regressions and growth delay.

Two phase I studies were conducted to determine the safety, efficacy, and pharmacokinetics of TH-302; one was with single-agent TH-302 in advanced solid tumors,\(^53\) and the other was in combination with full-dose doxorubicin in subjects with STS.\(^54\) In the combination study, the MTD of TH-302 was determined to be 300 mg/m\(^2\) IV on days 1 and 8 in combination with 75 mg/m\(^2\) IV of doxorubicin on day 1, with prophylactic growth-factor support added due to grade 4 neutropenia. Five out of 15 evaluable patients had a PR. Enrollment was expanded at the MTD for subjects with advanced STS previously untreated with chemotherapy (neoadjuvant and adjuvant chemotherapy permitted), and updated results from this phase II portion of the study were reported at the 2011 Connective Tissue Oncology Society (CTOS) meeting.\(^55\) Patients received up to six cycles of the combination, and nonprogressing patients with acceptable toxicity were allowed to continue single-agent TH-302. Tumor response rates for the 89 evaluable patients out of the 91 enrolled were as follows: CR (2) 2%, PR (30) 34%, SD (43) 48%, and PD (14) 16%. The median PFS was 6.7 months.
Eribulin

Eribulin mesylate (Halaven; Eisai) is a synthetic analogue of halichondrin B, a novel inhibitor of microtubule dynamics, extracted from the marine sponge Halichondria okadia. Eribulin is FDA-approved for the treatment of metastatic breast cancer in patients who have received at least two prior lines of therapy for late-stage disease. Based on preclinical activity seen in fibrosarcoma and leiomyosarcoma xenograft models, EORTC conducted a phase II nonrandomized multicenter trial for patients with high-grade sarcoma, who had received no more than two prior chemotherapeutic agents for advanced disease.56 In this EORTC trial 62052, eribulin was given intravenously at a concentration of 1.4 mg/m² over 2–5 minutes on days 1 and 8 every 3 weeks with the primary end point of PFS at 12 weeks. Patients were prestratified based on tumor subtype into four categories: leiomyosarcoma, adipocytic sarcoma, synovial sarcoma, and other defined soft-tissue sarcomas. Twelve of the 38 (32%) leiomyosarcoma patients and 15 of the 32 (47%) adipocytic sarcoma patients were progression-free at 12 weeks, whereas only four of the 19 (21%), and five of the 26 (19%) patients with synovial sarcoma and other sarcomas, respectively, were progression-free at 12 weeks. The most common grade 3–4 adverse events were neutropenia (52%), leukopenia (35%), anemia (7%), fatigue (7%), febrile neutropenia (6%), abnormal alanine aminotransferase concentrations (5%), mucositis (3%), and sensory neuropathy (3%).

A phase III trial comparing eribulin to dacarbazine in patients with intermediate to high-grade advanced liposarcoma or leiomyosarcoma who have progressed after standard therapy is ongoing. This is similar to the trabectedin trial, and OS is the primary end point.

Targeted therapies

A variety of drugs targeting the molecular pathways involved in carcinogenesis are also being investigated in sarcomas, as more data are emerging regarding the molecular aberrations in this heterogeneous group of diseases. Detailed below are some agents that have shown encouraging activity, starting with pazopanib, an antiangiogenic agent that recently became the first molecular-targeted therapy to be FDA-approved in STS. Figure 1 highlights the targets for the agents discussed in this section.

Angiogenesis inhibitors

Pazopanib

Pazopanib (Votrient [GW786034]; GlaxoSmithKline) is an orally bioavailable, adenosine triphosphate-competitive tyrosine kinase inhibitor of vascular endothelial growth-factor receptor (VEGFR)-1, -2, and -3, platelet-derived growth-factor receptor (PDGFR)-α and -β, and v-kit Hardy–Zuckerman 4 feline sarcoma viral oncogene homolog (c-kit) that has activity in multiple cancers, including renal cell cancer, sarcoma, NSCLC, and cervical and ovarian cancer. It is FDA-approved for the treatment of advanced renal-cell carcinoma and was recently approved for the treatment of patients with advanced STS who have received prior chemotherapy, excluding GIST and adipocytic STS patients. Sarcomas appear to be a good tumor type for antiangiogenic inhibitors, particularly those preventing VEGF action.37 Circulating angiogenic factor levels were shown to correlate with extent of disease and risk of recurrence in patients with STS.38 Pazopanib was evaluated as a single agent in STS in an EORTC phase II trial, and showed single-agent activity in STS, including leiomyosarcoma and synovial sarcomas, but not in adipocytic tumors.39 This was followed by a randomized phase III placebo-controlled study of pazopanib in previously treated STS patients that showed a statistically significant improvement in PFS, leading to the recent approval. The 800 mg daily dosing regimen is the established active monotherapy dose used in these trials, providing optimal biologic and clinical effects associated with VEGFR inhibition and generally well tolerated.

The phase II study of pazopanib in patients with relapsed or refractory STS used a Simon two-stage design to evaluate the primary end point of PFR, using RECIST at 12 weeks after start of treatment, in four different STS categories.59 Patients with leiomyosarcoma, synovial sarcoma, and
“the other types of sarcoma” experienced a 12-week PFR of ≥40%, the predefined threshold indicating antitumor activity. The liposarcoma group did not meet its prespecified end point at the end of stage 1 and did not progress to stage 2. A total of 142 patients were enrolled and there were nine documented PRs, with at least 14 patients receiving more than 1 year of protocol therapy. The phase III randomized, double-blind study of pazopanib versus placebo in subjects with STS, excluding patients with GIST or adipocytic sarcomas (PAL-LETE), was initiated in 2008. A total of 369 STS patients, who had received at least one prior anthracycline-containing regimen were randomized in a 2:1 ratio to pazopanib or placebo. Results published this year showed patients on the pazopanib arm had a statistically significant improvement in PFS, with a median increase of 13 weeks (median PFS 4.6 months versus 1.6 months; HR = 0.31 [95% CI 0.24–0.40], P < 0.0001). OS showed a trend toward improvement, but was not statistically significant (median 12.5 versus 10.7 months; HR = 0.86 [95% CI 0.67–1.11]). The median relative-dose intensity of pazopanib was 768 mg daily.

The most common adverse events reported for pazopanib monotherapy to date are diarrhea, fatigue, nausea, hypertension, hair color changes (hair depigmentation), anorexia, vomiting, dysgeusia, headache, abdominal pain, rash, aspartate aminotransferase (AST), and alanine aminotransferase (ALT) increases, constipation, cough, and arthralgia. The majority of these events are low-grade. The most frequent grade 3 or 4 toxicities include hypertension, fatigue, diarrhea, hyperbilirubinemia, and AST and ALT increases. Less common adverse events of note include hand-foot syndrome, mucositis/stomatitis, proteinuria, venous thrombotic events, and bleeding.

Future studies in sarcoma are focusing on pazopanib’s role in earlier lines of therapy, in specific histologic subtypes, and in combination with chemotherapeutic agents.

Sorafenib

Sorafenib (BAY 43-9006; Onyx Pharmaceuticals) is an oral multikinase inhibitor with antiangiogenic and proapoptotic properties, targeting wild-type and mutant B-raf and

---

**Figure 1** Molecular-targeted therapy with activity in soft-tissue sarcoma. Only the major target(s) for each of the inhibitors have been depicted.

**Abbreviations:** VEGFR, vascular endothelial growth-factor receptor; STS, soft-tissue sarcoma; PDGFR, platelet-derived growth-factor receptor; IGF-1R, insulin-like growth factor-1 receptor; PI3K, phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase; MAPK, mitogen-activated protein kinase; EML4, echinoderm microtubule-associated protein-like 4; ALK, anaplastic lymphoma kinase; MEK, mitogen-activated protein kinase; ERK, extracellular signal-regulated kinases; AKT, protein kinase B; mTOR, mammalian target of rapamycin.
C-raf kinases, as well as VEGFR-2, PDGFR-β, fms-like tyrosine kinase 3 (Flt-3), c-KIT and p38a, a member of the MAP kinase family. PDGFR expression has been demonstrated in sarcomas, and hence is a target of interest in addition to VEGFR.\textsuperscript{61,62} Sorafenib is currently FDA-approved for unresectable hepatocellular carcinoma and renal-cell carcinoma.

Based on an encouraging 12-week nonprogression rate seen in metastatic sarcoma patients in a phase I study,\textsuperscript{63} Maki and his colleagues conducted a phase II multiarm study with single-agent sorafenib at a dose of 400 mg twice daily in patients with advanced STS.\textsuperscript{64} Each of the six arms, representing different subtypes, including leiomyosarcoma, malignant peripheral nerve-sheath tumor, synovial sarcoma, vascular sarcomas, high-grade undifferentiated pleomorphic sarcoma, and “other” sarcomas, had its own Simon two-stage design. Out of the 145 patients treated on the study, 144 were evaluable for toxicity, and 122 were evaluable for response. Sixty-three percent of patients had received prior chemotherapy. Clinical response was only seen in the leiomyosarcoma and angiosarcoma subtypes, and the angiosarcoma arm was the only arm to meet the RECIST response-rate primary end point with five out of 37 patients responding (one CR and four PRs). The PFS (Kaplan–Meier estimates) at 3 and 6 months was 53% and 22%, respectively, and the median OS was 14.3 months (95% CI, 12.2–19.2 months).

A similar phase II trial conducted through the Southwest Oncology Group (SWOG) evaluated the role of sorafenib in advanced vascular sarcomas (angiosarcomas, malignant hemangiosarcomas, and solitary fibrous tumors), grade 3 and 4 liposarcomas and leiomyosarcomas, based on known expression of VEGFR and PDGFR in these histologies.\textsuperscript{65} Of the 37 patients evaluable for response and toxicity, no confirmed responses were documented. The median PFS was 3 months (95% CI, 2–5 months), and OS was 17 months (95% CI, 13–25 months). The vascular sarcoma group had the longest median PFS of 5 months (95% CI, 3–6 months). A third phase II trial in advanced angiosarcomas by the French Sarcoma Group showed minimal activity, with a 40% tumor control rate and a 23% response rate only in patients who had previously received conventional chemotherapy.\textsuperscript{66}

One of the most common toxicities reported with sorafenib is dermatologic, with the most severe symptoms observed within the first 2 weeks of treatment. A majority of patients required a dose interruption and or reduction in these studies. Other antiangiogenic class effects, including hemorrhage, deep venous thrombosis, bowel perforation, and congestive heart failure, though rare, have also been reported.

Sorafenib also appears to have activity in desmoid fibromatosis, a tumor that lacks metastatic potential but can be locally aggressive, leading to significant morbidity. A retrospective review of 26 patients treated at a single institution, out of which 23 had documented progression prior to sorafenib, revealed a 25% PR rate and 70% SD rate.\textsuperscript{67} Imatinib (Gleevec [ST1571]; Novartis) was the first tyrosine kinase inhibitor to demonstrate clinical benefit in this disease with validation in a prospective clinical trial.\textsuperscript{68}

In the hopes of improving antitumor activity, sorafenib is being combined with conventional chemotherapeutic agents in ongoing phase I/II clinical trials.

**Sunitinib**

Sunitinib (Sutent [SU11248]; Pfizer) is another multitargeted, small-molecule inhibitor of the receptor tyrosine kinases involved in tumor proliferation and angiogenesis, including VEGFR-1, -2, and -3, PDGFR-α and -β, KIT, the tyrosine kinase receptor encoded by the ret proto-oncogene, and Flt3. It is approved for use in GIST, renal cell, and pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors. The standard dosing is considered to be 50 mg daily for 4 weeks followed by 2 weeks off, but continuous dosing with 37.5 mg daily might be equally efficacious and hence has been incorporated in more recent trials.\textsuperscript{69}

A phase II trial in non-GIST sarcoma patients reported by George et al looked at continuous dosing with 37.5 mg daily, with RECIST response as the primary end point.\textsuperscript{70} One patient with desmoplastic small-round cell tumor achieved a confirmed PR that was durable, and prolonged SD beyond 16 weeks was seen in two patients with solitary fibrous tumor, one each with ASPS, giant-cell tumor of bone, and synovial sarcoma, as well as four patients with chordoma. A retrospective series comprising 35 patients with solitary fibrous tumors also showed clinical activity for sunitinib in this population.\textsuperscript{71} A phase II trial of sunitinib in previously treated metastatic uterine leiomyosarcoma patients, however, revealed minimal activity in this subtype.\textsuperscript{72}

Ongoing studies with sunitinib in sarcoma are focusing on its role in certain subtypes like ASPS and vascular sarcomas.

**Brivanib**

Brivanib (BMS-540215; Bristol-Myers Squibb) is an oral, selective dual inhibitor of VEGF and fibroblast growth factor (FGF) signaling. Results from a randomized discontinuation phase II trial, with the primary end point being PFS of brivanib versus placebo in sarcoma patients with FGF2
overexpression by immunohistochemistry, were recently reported. Brivanib 800 mg once daily was initially given to 251 previously treated sarcoma patients for 12 weeks, after which the patients with PR (n = 7, including three angiosarcomas) were continued on brivanib open-label, and patients with progressive disease were taken off therapy. The patients with SD (n = 76) were then randomized 1:1 to either brivanib or placebo and stratified by FGF2 expression (53 positive/23 negative). Patients who received placebo were eligible to receive brivanib as open-label at the time of progression. PFS from week 12 in FGF2-positive patients demonstrated a doubling of PFS from 1.4 to 2.8 months (HR 0.58, 90% CI 0.34–0.97; P = 0.08). In the smaller FGF2-negative subset, brivanib demonstrated an improvement in PFS from 1.4 to 2.6 (HR 0.80, 90% CI 0.36–1.79; P = 0.69). This trial was not powered to determine a difference in efficacy between FGF2-positive and -negative patients. The most common grade 3 or 4 adverse effects included fatigue and hypertension.

**Cediranib**

Cediranib (Recentin [AZD2171]; AstraZeneca) is a potent oral pan-VEGFR signaling inhibitor that has shown activity in patients with ASPS, a rare tumor accounting for <1% of STS. ASPS is typically indolent but has a high incidence of metastasis to the lung, and can also spread to the brain. It is a highly vascular tumor and does not respond to conventional chemotherapy. A preliminary report of seven patients with ASPS treated with cediranib at a starting dose of 45 mg once daily on two separate phase II trials showed an encouraging response: four patients experienced a PR, two patients had a disease control rate (PR + SD) of 78% at 6 months; 12 patients had PR (43%), 4 patients had > 20% reduction in target lesions, and six were stable at 6 months. Common toxicities reported were transaminitis, hypertension, diarrhea, tumor pain, and proteinuria. Preliminary data from gene-expression profiling of five patients revealed an early effect of treatment, with downregulation of certain proangiogenic or endothelial-specific genes and upregulation of genes involved in the inflammatory response. This and other studies are ongoing to confirm the role of cediranib in ASPS.

**Bevacizumab**

Bevacizumab (Avastin; Genentech/Roche) is a monoclonal antibody to circulating VEGF and has been evaluated as a single agent or in combination with various chemotherapy agents in the management of metastatic STS. It is FDA-approved for the treatment of metastatic colorectal cancer, non–small cell lung cancer, renal cell cancer and glioblastoma multiforme.

An open-label, single-agent phase II study of bevacizumab was conducted in relapsed or refractory angiosarcoma and epithelioid hemangioendothelioma patients. Bevacizumab at 15 mg/kg IV every 3 weeks resulted in a response rate of 12% and tumor stabilization rate of 62% among the 26 patients evaluable for response. Two case reports have also reported dramatic responses in cutaneous angiosarcoma, one with bevacizumab monotherapy and one in combination with paclitaxel.

Bevacizumab at 15 mg/kg IV was combined with doxorubicin 75 mg/m² IV repeated every 3 weeks in a phase II study for metastatic STS. However, the response rate of 12% (two PRs out of 17 patients) did not compare favorably to the historical response rate of single-agent doxorubicin. In addition, 35% of patients had a grade 2 or worse decline in left ventricular ejection fraction, despite administering dexrazoxane once doxorubicin doses exceeded 300 mg/m². A phase IB study combining docetaxel, gemcitabine, and bevacizumab in patients with chemotherapy-naïve STS was also completed. Gemcitabine was given at three dose levels (1000, 1250, and 1500 mg/m²) every 2 weeks in the dose-finding portion of the study, followed by the expansion cohort with gemcitabine at 1500 mg/m², docetaxel at 50 mg/m², and bevacizumab at 5 mg/kg every 2 weeks. The overall response rate observed in the 35 assessable patients was 31.4%, with five CRs and six PRs, and 51.4% with SD lasting for a median of 6 months. There was no significant hematologic toxicity. Unfortunately, the observed grade 3 and 4 toxicities attributed to bevacizumab included pneumothorax, bowel perforation, fatigue, skin ulceration, and hemorrhage. Serum and tissue VEGF-A biomarkers studied did not show correlation with outcome. The best responses were seen in the angiosarcoma patients. A retrospective case series of 14 patients reported a 79% response rate for the combination of temazolomide 150 mg/m² orally on days 1–7 and 15–21 along with bevacizumab 5 mg/kg on days 8 and 22, in patients with solitary fibrous tumors/hemangiopericytomas.
Eleven patients demonstrated a PR and two patients had SD based on Choi criteria.\textsuperscript{82} Bevacizumab is actively being investigated in combination with a variety of standard chemotherapy regimens in STS subtypes. One would need to consider the added toxicity while determining the benefit of increased efficacy with combination therapy.

**Insulin growth factor-receptor inhibitors**

***Cixutumumab***

Cixutumumab (IMC-A12; Imclone Systems) is a fully human immunoglobulin G1 monoclonal antibody that selectively inhibits the insulin-like growth factor-1 receptor (IGF-1R), sparing the insulin receptor. Insulin growth factor (IGF)-1 and IGF-2 bind to IGF-1R, activating the receptor, and stimulate intracellular signaling, primarily through the downstream Ras/Raf/mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) and the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3-K)/AKT/mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) pathways. The IGF pathway plays a major role in cancer-cell proliferation, survival, and resistance to therapy and has been implicated in the pathogenesis of various types of bone and soft-tissue sarcoma.\textsuperscript{83,84}

Phase I studies of IGF-1R monoclonal antibodies reported objective responses in several Ewing’s sarcoma patients and disease stabilization in one patient each with fibrosarcoma and ASPS.\textsuperscript{85,86} This prompted a few phase II studies, including a study of cixutumumab in five subtypes of sarcoma, with PFS as the primary end point.\textsuperscript{87} One hundred and thirteen patients with previously treated metastatic soft-tissue sarcoma and the Ewing family of tumors were enrolled. Cixutumumab was given intravenously at 10 mg/kg over 1 hour every other week until disease progression or discontinuation for other reasons. The only subtype to meet the response criteria to proceed to stage 2 of the enrolment based on a Simon two-stage design was the adipocytic tumor. One patient experienced PR, and 57% of patients experienced SD in this subgroup. Other evidence of activity included one PR in the Ewing sarcoma subtype and SD in 41% of leiomyosarcoma, 35% of synovial sarcoma, 28% of Ewing’s, and 24% of rhabdomyosarcoma patients. Grade 3 or 4 toxicities with single-agent therapy were rare, and included hyperglycemia, asthenia, pain, and thrombocytopenia.

Since mTOR is involved in signal transduction downstream of IGF-1R, combination therapy with an mTOR inhibitor can potentially enhance IGF-1R inhibition. In turn, IGF-1R inhibition could mitigate the activation of upstream signaling molecules that occurs with mTOR inhibition. Preclinical data support the additive antitumor effects of combining these two targeted agents.\textsuperscript{88} Cixutumumab at 6 mg/kg IV weekly was combined with temsirolimus, an mTOR inhibitor at 25–37.5 mg weekly in 4-week cycles, in heavily pretreated patients with the Ewing family of tumors.\textsuperscript{89} This was well tolerated, with preliminary evidence of durable antitumor activity. Of the 20 patients (17 Ewing’s 3 DSRCT enrolled, seven (35%) achieved a CR/PR or SD for more than 5 months. The same combination has also been evaluated in a phase II study for STS and bone tumors, stratifying for the expression of IGF-1R on tumor tissue.\textsuperscript{90} These recently reported data showed each of the three arms: IGF-1R-positive STS (A), IGF-1R-positive bone sarcoma (B), and IGF-1R-negative bone and STS (C) met the primary end point of improved PFS, and the effect was independent of IGF-1R expression by immunohistochemistry. By intention-to-treat analysis, the median PFS in weeks was 6.3 (95% CI 5.9–12.0) for arm A, 11.0 (95% CI 8.0–18.0) for arm B, and 11.6 (95% CI 9.0–17.9) for arm C. Adverse events reported are higher with combination therapy, though grade 3 or 4 toxicities were rare (lymphopenia and mucositis).

Cixutumumab is also being evaluated in a phase I study in combination with doxorubicin in advanced STS patients.\textsuperscript{91} Dose-limiting toxicities reported so far have been hyperglycemia and mucositis, with two patients experiencing grade 3 decrease in cardiac ejection fraction after repeated cycles.

***mTOR inhibitors***

**Ridaforolimus**

The mTOR is a member of the phosphatidylinositol kinase-related kinase family and functions to regulate protein translation, cell-cycle progression, and cellular proliferation.\textsuperscript{92,93} Activating mutations in growth-factor receptors lead to activation of the downstream PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway. Ridaforolimus (AP23573; Ariad Pharmaceuticals/Merck) is derived from rapamycin, an immunosuppressive agent, and functions as an mTOR inhibitor, leading to G\textsubscript{1} arrest and inactivation of protein synthesis. Based on early evidence of some activity in sarcoma, a phase II study in advanced bone sarcoma and STS was conducted, with ridaforolimus given at 12.5 mg/day IV for 5 days every 2 weeks.\textsuperscript{94} Of the total 212 patients, 61 (28.8%) achieved clinical benefit, though the response rate was only 1.9% in this heavily pretreated population. Median PFS was 15.3 weeks, and median OS was 40 weeks. No potential tumor markers for response were identified out of those analyzed. Toxicities commonly associated with ridaforolimus include mild to moderate stomatitis, mucosal inflammation, rash, and fatigue.
Data from the phase III Sarcoma Multi-Center Clinical Evaluation of the Efficacy of Ridaforolimus (SUCCEED) study were first reported in 2011. Efficacy of oral ridaforolimus was evaluated in the maintenance setting, with 711 patients with SD or better after first-line chemotherapy, randomized to either maintenance ridaforolimus or placebo. The study met its primary end point, with a statistically significant improvement in PFS of 3.1 weeks (17.7 versus 14.6 weeks) favoring ridaforolimus, but there was no significant improvement in OS. Due to this marginal benefit with added side effects in the maintenance setting, the FDA did not approve ridaforolimus for this indication.

**Temsirolimus**

Temsirolimus (Torisel [CCI-779]; Wyeth) is another mTOR inhibitor that has been studied in STS patients. A phase II study in 41 patients with advanced STS showed limited activity and moderate toxicity as a single agent, with two patients experiencing a PR and a median time to progression of 2 months. Temsirolimus in combination with IGF-1R inhibitor cixutumumab showed activity in refractory Ewing sarcoma patients, and this combination is also being evaluated for soft-tissue and bone sarcomas, as described above under IGF-1R receptor inhibitors.

**Everolimus**

Everolimus (Afinitor [RAD001]; Novartis) was evaluated in a phase I study with figitumumab (CP-751871; Pfizer), an IGF-1R inhibitor, in which the majority of patients had advanced sarcoma, and the best response of PR was seen in a patient with malignant solitary fibrous tumor. There are ongoing phase II studies looking at everolimus as a single agent and in combination with imatinib (Gleevec; Novartis) for STS.

**Sirolimus**

Sirolimus (rapamycin) is an allosteric mTOR inhibitor that was initially developed as an immunosuppressant and later evaluated for its anticancer properties. Clinical activity for sirolimus alone or in combination with oral cyclophosphamide was reported in four heavily pretreated advanced-sarcoma patients. This was followed by a phase II study of oral cyclophosphamide and sirolimus in patients with advanced previously treated STS and bone sarcomas. Ten out of the 47 patients were progression-free for 6 or more months, and the 6-month PFS rate was 21%. However, mTOR levels did not correlate with activity, and sarcomas with higher levels of mTOR activation progressed faster on sirolimus. Further studies with second-generation mTOR inhibitors described above might help us better understand the biologic correlates for response and resistance with mTOR pathway inhibitors in STS.

Sirolimus has also been described in the management of malignant perivascular epithelioid tumors (PEComas). These sarcomas are part of a family of diseases that includes angiomylipomas and lymphangioleiomyomatosis and are seen in patients with tuberous sclerosis, which is associated with mutations in TSC1 and TSC2, which lead to activation of the mTOR pathway. One report in the literature described three patients with malignant PEComas treated with sirolimus, all of whom had evidence of response. Later the same year, another report described two patients with malignant PEComa who were successfully treated with temsirolimus.

**Other novel inhibitors**

Mesenchymal–epithelial transition factor (MET) is a proto-oncogene encoding the MET receptor tyrosine kinase, that upon stimulation from hepatocyte growth factor/scatter factor induces downstream signaling leading to invasive cellular growth, morphogenic differentiation, and angiogenesis. MET can be detected by immunohistochemistry in 87% of sarcomas, and higher levels of expression correlate with higher tumor grade. Cabozantinib (XL-184; Exelixis) is a small-molecule inhibitor, primarily targeting MET and VEGFR-2 and leading to inhibition of tumor growth, metastasis, and angiogenesis. Additional targets include RET, AXL, KIT, and TIE-2. Antitumor activity was seen in a phase I study in advanced solid-tumor patients, and SD was noted in one patient with clear-cell sarcoma and another with ASPS. Further studies will be needed to clarify a potential role in these rare subtypes.

Crizotinib (PF-02341066; Pfizer) is a selective anaplastic lymphoma kinase (ALK) kinase inhibitor with additional activity against c-MET tyrosine kinase. Crizotinib was recently granted accelerated FDA approval for the treatment of patients with metastatic NSCLC harboring ALK translocations, which comprise around 5% of the NSCLC population. Inflammatory myofibroblastic tumor, a rare aggressive sarcoma in young adults and children, is associated with rearrangements in the ALK locus in around 50% of patients. One such patient treated with crizotinib experienced a sustained response, which has led to the inclusion of this tumor type in ongoing studies looking at ALK inhibitors in tumors that test positive for ALK translocations.
The murine double minute 2 (MDM2) oncogene has also been found to be amplified in well-differentiated and dedifferentiated liposarcoma, making it a promising target for therapy. MDM2 antagonists have demonstrated preclinical activity and are now entering early clinical development, including sarcoma-specific trials in combination with chemotherapy.

There had been a prolonged hiatus in therapeutic advancement for STS other than GIST. It is now heartening to see an increased awareness and interest in STS, with an increasing number of sarcoma trials incorporating novel cytotoxics and targeted therapies. Positive results from two phase III trials were reported last year (SUCCEED and PALETTE), one of which led to the approval of pazopanib for previously treated nonadipocytic STS patients this year. There are a number of promising drugs for advanced STS patients currently in phase III testing (Table 2). This is a relatively exciting time for sarcoma therapy, with new targets and drugs being identified, and national and international collaborations are making large randomized and subtype-specific trials executable.

Table 2 Ongoing phase III trials for advanced STS (excluding GIST)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sponsor</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Histologic subtype(s)</th>
<th>Primary end point</th>
<th>Line of therapy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZIOPHARM</td>
<td>Doxorubicin and palifosfamide-tris vs doxorubicin and placebo</td>
<td>STS excluding GIST</td>
<td>PFS followed by OS</td>
<td>First</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold Pharmaceuticals</td>
<td>TH-302 and doxorubicin vs doxorubicin</td>
<td>STS excluding GIST</td>
<td>OS</td>
<td>First</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EORTC</td>
<td>Trabectedin vs doxorubicin</td>
<td>STS excluding subtypes known to be chemo-insensitive</td>
<td>PFS</td>
<td>First</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gynecologic Oncology Group</td>
<td>Bevacizumab, gemcitabine and docetaxel vs placebo, gemcitabine and docetaxel</td>
<td>Uterine leiomyosarcoma</td>
<td>PFS</td>
<td>First (prior hormonal therapy allowed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson and Johnson Pharmaceutical Research and Development</td>
<td>Trabectedin vs doxorubicin-based regimen</td>
<td>Translocation-related sarcoma</td>
<td>PFS</td>
<td>First</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janssen Research and Development</td>
<td>Trabectedin vs dacarbazine</td>
<td>Liposarcoma (dedifferentiated, myxoid round cell, pleomorphic) and leiomyosarcoma</td>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Second and beyond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eisai</td>
<td>Eribulin vs dacarbazine</td>
<td>Leiomysarcoma and adipocytic sarcoma</td>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Third and beyond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janssen Research and Development</td>
<td>Trabectedin (open access)</td>
<td>STS excluding liposarcoma and leiomyosarcoma</td>
<td>Adverse events</td>
<td>After standard therapy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: STS, soft-tissue sarcoma; GIST, gastrointestinal stromal tumor; PFS, progression-free survival; OS, overall survival; EORTC, European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer Soft Tissue and Bone Sarcoma group.
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